Welcome to the Online Callboard, a virtual bulletin board for the University of Iowa Department of Theatre Arts.

Never used a wiki? Learn how to use our Online Callboard.

Theatre Department Connections
Find faculty/staff/student connections to 323 theatre companies.
Props

If you are in need of props for a show, class, or project you may borrow them from the Theatre Department prop shop! To view our props stock, visit our Flickr https://www.flickr.com/photos/62176983@N04/albums

Note: Not all props available have yet made it onto the Flickr account. Hand props, foliage, and soft goods are still being added as they are inventoried.

Contact: Clarice Kelling (clarice-kelling@uiowa.edu) to make an appointment.

HOURS: Monday & Wednesday: 1pm-5pm and Friday: 8am-12pm

( NOTE Warehouse trips are scheduled Wednesday and Fridays between 8am-12pm for a minimum of 2 hours. You must bring people to lift and load any items that will be collected.)

The Props representative at the non-mainstage meetings on Fridays.

NOTE: Only Theatre MAJORS or MINORS can check out props and must make an appointment.

Costumes

If you are in need of costumes for a show, class, or project you may borrow them from the Theatre Department costume shop!

Contact Stephanie Stewart (Stephanie-d-Stewart@uiowa.edu) to schedule an appointment during these hours: Coming Soon!

NOTE: Only Theatre MAJORS or MINORS can check out costumes and must make an appointment.
Design & Tech summer jobs 2018
McClennen, Katie K posted on Jan 18, 2018

Stagedoor Manor Loch Sheldrake, NY
Are you Passionate about Theatre Production & Design? Do you work well in a supportive creative environment? Do you thrive on challenges like: a quick design process, demanding production requirements, outdoor theatre spaces, etc. Designer will design up to 6 realized productions (2 shows each session) Musicals and Plays Collaborate with professional directors, designers and craftsmen.

Seattle Children's Theatre
McClennen, Katie K posted on Jan 18, 2018

Summer Internships Available seattle.jpg For over 43 years, SCT has been a leader in the field of Theatre for Young Audiences producing exceptional professional work. Our programs empower young people to make new discoveries about themselves and the world around them while building a lifelong interest in the arts. Each summer, SCT hires a select number of interns to join our team. Positions include: Drama School teaching assistants
http://tracking.wordfly.com/click?

Intern at SPACE
McClennen, Katie K posted on Jan 18, 2018

The internship at SPACE offers emerging professionals an immersive and impactful experience, equipping participants with useful skills to aid
them in their transition into the professional arena. SPACE selects nine to twelve interns (college students, recent college graduates and young adults) each year to live and work on Ryder Farm, an idyllic 222 year old working farm in Brewster, New York. Internships take place over six to eight weeks during SPACE’s residency season,…

---

Join Berkeley Rep for its 50th season
McClenen, Katie K posted on Jan 18, 2018

Are you ready to take the next step towards your career in professional theatre? Then Join us! Berkeley Rep provides a year-long fellowship program for serious-minded, highly motivated individuals ready to cultivate their passion for theatre. Fellows are directly exposed to the daily operations of the Theatre and given the opportunity to immerse themselves in the ambitious, award-winning body of work at Berkeley Rep. Everything you could ask for!…

---

Springville Center for the Arts' children's Theater Internship / Residency
McClenen, Katie K posted on Dec 20, 2017

Hello, Please find the attached call for interns for a summer internship / residency with Springville Center for the Arts' children's theater program. Springville Center for the Arts is a growing multi-arts center located in rural Western New York State. We have hosted college students through this program for almost ten years and we look forward to offering this program
Special Thanks to Brian Finley, Matthew Hauge, and the entire SITA team for their guidance and support. Logo design by Michelle Weidinger.